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Self-organized 3D equilibrium formation in RFX-mod and 

comparison to the state of strong stochasticity 
 

P. Piovesan and the RFX-mod team 

 

Consorzio RFX, EURATOM – ENEA Association 

Corso Stati Uniti 4, 35127 Padova, Italy 

 

paolo.piovesan@igi.cnr.it 

 

 

The reversed-field pinch (RFP) exhibits a strong tendency to self-organize into a 3D 

helical equilibrium as the plasma current is increased [1]. This state is characterized 

by reduced magnetic stochasticity and by the formation of internal transport barriers. 

The paper will review the main results obtained in this field in RFX-mod and other 

RFP devices and will compare this new state to the RFP state of strong stochasticity, 

due to the overlap of a broad tearing mode spectrum, typical for example of low-

current operation. The properties of helical RFP regimes featuring similarities with 

3D equilibria in tokamaks and stellarators will be discussed. The ongoing efforts to 

characterize and optimize these helical states will be described. The helical RFP 

equilibrium is being modelled with 3D equilibrium codes developed for stellarators, 

such as VMEC/V3FIT [2]. The reconstructed safety factor profile is characterized by 

low or reversed magnetic shear in the core, which may be linked to the transport 

barrier formation. The 3D magnetic equilibrium can be stimulated and robustly 

controlled with external 3D magnetic fields, using the 192 feedback-controlled saddle 

coils available in RFX-mod, even in conditions where it does not form spontaneously, 

such as at low current or high density [3]. Either a slowly rotating or static helical 

equilibrium can be obtained in this way, opening a way to design and exploit helical 

divertors similar to stellarator ones. The work done in the RFP is stimulating similar 

experiments in RFX-mod run as a tokamak, which show that external 3D fields can be 

used to induce and control a m=1/n=1 helical equilibrium and tailor sawteeth, a new 

approach possibly applicable also to larger tokamaks. 

 

[1] R. Lorenzini et al., Nature Phys. 5, 570 (2009) 

[2] D. Terranova et al., 38
th

 EPS Conference on Plasma Physics, Strasbourg (France), 27 June-1 July 

2011, P5.084 

[3] P. Piovesan et al., submitted for publication in Phys. Plasmas 



Non-linear MHD modeling of plasma response to Resonant

Magnetic Perturbations

F.Orain,1 M.Becoulet,1 G.T.A.Huijsmans,2 S.Pamela,3 G.Dif-Pradalier,1
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I.Chapman,4 A.Kirk,4 A.Thornton,4 M.Hoelzl,5 and P.Cahyna6
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6EURATOM/IPP.CR Association, Prague, Czech Republic

(Dated: December 21, 2012)

The interaction of static Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) with the plasma

flows is modeled in toroidal geometry, using the non-linear resistive MHD code JOREK,

which includes an X-point and the Scrape-Off-Layer. JOREK has been extended to include

two-fluid diamagnetic effects, the neoclassical poloidal viscosity and a source of toroidal

rotation, so that realistic plasma flows are described. RMP penetration is studied whilst

self-consistently taking into account the effects of these flows and the radial electric field

evolution. JOREK simulations are run for JET and MAST experimental parameters and

for the ITER standard H-mode scenario. In the JET case, RMP screening by plasma flows is

shown to be increased by two main factors: a larger diamagnetic rotation and a lower plasma

resistivity. Scanning these factors reveals different penetration regimes, characterized either

by magnetic islands rotating with the plasma or by smaller static islands. In the MAST

and ITER geometries, an ergodization of the edge is found, characterized by lobe structures

near the X-point. These lobes are shortened by plasma rotation, pointing out the screening

effect of the rotation. Last, a preliminary study of the interaction between ELMs and RMPs

is presented, based on multi-harmonics simulations.



Nonlinear Numerical Calculation on Plasma Response to Externally Applied Resonant 

Magnetic Perturbations

Q. Yu, S. Günter and K. Lackner

Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, 85748 Garching, Germany

The  nonlinear response  of  tokamak  plasmas to  applied  resonant  magnetic 

perturbations  (RMPs) is  studied  numerically  by  using  both  the  single  and  two-fluid 

equations.  The following two issues are investigated:

1)  Shear  Alfven  resonance: For  a  sufficiently  low magnetic  shear and/or  high  plasma 

rotation frequency, shear Alfven resonances induced by applied RMPs exist  on the two 

sides  of  the  resonant  surface.   The  transition  from  shear  Alfven  resonances  to  forced 

magnetic reconnection is studied, to look into the effect of plasma parameters and the RMP 

amplitude on the transition.

2)  Particle  and  energy  transport  in  stochastic  magnetic  field:  The particle  and  energy 

transport in stochastic magnetic field,  generated by applied RMPs of different helicity,  is 

studied and compared with the case of a single magnetic island with no field stochasticity.



Penetration of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations in Turbulent Edge plasmas

A. Monnier¹, G. Fuhr¹, P. Beyer¹, S. Benkadda¹, F.A. Marcus¹

¹ International Institute for Fusion Science / PIIM, Aix-Marseille Univ. , Marseille, France

The control of edge localized modes (ELMs) is an important problem for advanced con�nement
regimes in ITER. Control of these relaxations through externally induced resonant magnetic perturba-
tions (RMPs) has �rst been demonstrated on DIII-D [1] and then con�rmed in several other tokamak
experiments [2, 3]. However, it is not clear to which extend the externally induced perturbation actually
penetrates into the plasma. In particular, theoretical investigations [1] as well as magnetohydrodynam-
ical (MHD) [4, 5], and more general �uid modeling [6] reveals an e�ective screening of RMPs by a
rotating plasma.

In this work, we study the penetration of RMPs via numerical simulations in a reduced MHD model
using the three-dimensional electromagnetic turbulence code EMEDGE3D [7]. In this model, the plasma
response to RMPs can be studied in presence of �ux driven micro-turbulence and a transport barrier
induced by sheared plasma rotation. In a �rst step, we consider cases where the total heat �ux and the
corresponding pressure gradient are below the micro-instability limit. This condition is used to focus
only the e�ect of plasma rotation on RMP penetration. In these cases, the screening of the external RMP
clearly increases with the plasma rotation and penetration only occurs if the velocity vanishes on the
corresponding resonant surface. Previous works [4, 5] and analytical calculus con�rmed this condition
for penetration. In our case with an external multiple harmonics perturbation, only one resonant RMP
harmonic penetrates. This harmonic is localized on the resonant surface where the poloidal velocity
vanishes. All other modes are screened on their corresponding resonant surfaces. The origin of this
screening e�ect is the self generation of counter currents in Ohm's law, proportional to the rotation
velocity.

In a second step, the plasma response to the external RMP is studied in a statistically stationnary
turbulent state. The self consistent plasma rotation, governed by Reynolds and Maxwell stresses, is
found to self organise in such a way that the RMP penetrates and �uctuates strongly (at least for not
too large perturbation levels).

The aim of the �nal part of the present work is to extend previous works on the interaction between
RMPs and plasma rotation to the fully electromagnetic case. In presence of turbulence, the sheared
plasma rotation studied here is known to generate a transport barrier which relaxes quasi-periodically
[7]. Previous works based on electrostatic turbulence simulations, it has been shown that these transport
barrier relaxations, which are an essential characteristics of ELMs, can be suppressed by RMPs [8, 9].
This work has been supported by the French National Research Agency, project ANR-2010-BLAN-940-
01.

References

[1] T.E. Evans et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 235003 (2004).

[2] W. Suttrop et al., Phys. Rev. Lett . 106, 225004 (2011).

[3] Y. Liang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 265004 (2007).

[4] M. Becoulet et al., Nucl. Fusion 52, 054003 (2012).

[5] E. Nardon et al., Phys. Plasmas 14, 092501 (2007).
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Non-axisymmetric resonant magnetic
perturbations in gyrofluid simulations of

tokamak edge plasmas

J. Peer1, A. Kendl1, and T. T. Ribeiro2

1Institute for Ion Physics and Applied Physics, University of Innsbruck, Association
Euratom-ÖAW, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria

2Max-Planck-Institute for Plasma Physics, Euratom Association, D-85748 Garching,
Germany

December 21, 2012

The effects of non-axisymmetric resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs)
on saturated drift-wave turbulence in the edge pedestal of tokamaks are in-
vestigated by numerical simulations employing the nonlinear six-moment gy-
rofluid electromagnetic model GEMR (including full temperature dynamics
of electrons and ions). The applied vacuum RMP fields have Chirikov param-
eters in the range of 0.7 < σ < 1.5. It is found that the vacuum RMP fields
are completely screened by resonant plasma response currents. Accordingly,
the magnetic transport by parallel motion along radially perturbed magnetic
field lines is not significantly changed by RMPs. Even for the largest RMP
with σ = 1.5, the radial transport of both particles and heat is dominated
by fluid-like perpendicular E ×B convection. In the presence of RMPs, the
plasma adjusts to the non-axisymmetric three-dimensional magnetic equi-
librium. This gives rise to the formation of stationary structures in the
dependent variables. The RMP-induced reduction of the turbulent fluctua-
tions in the thermal state variables (densities, temperatures) is compensated
by an increased stationary contribution to the fluctuations. Likewise, the
stationary contribution to the convective transport increases with increasing
RMP amplitude. Thus, RMPs give rise to a reorganization of the radial
transport in terms of resonant convection cells. Recent attempts to study
the mitigation of ideal ballooning ELMs by RMPs failed due to the fact that
the present edge turbulence model, like any other available first-principles-
based model, is not able to obtain a self-sustained edge transport barrier
with experimentally realistic steep flow and pressure profiles.
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*This work was supported by the US Department of Energy under DE-SC0007880, DE-FG02-07ER54917 and 
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Topic: The Formation of Stochastic Magnetic Layers 
WHAT TOROIDAL ROTATION CAN REVEAL ABOUT THE PENETRATION OF 

RESONANT MAGNETIC FIELDS 
S. Mordijck1, R.A. Moyer2, and N. Ferraro3  

1The College of William and Mary 
2University of California San Diego 

3General Atomics 
This paper will show how the measurement of the carbon toroidal rotation, as measured by the CER 

can contribute to assessing field penetration and plasma response when Resonant Magnetic 
Perturbations (RMPs) are applied in H-mode plasmas on DIII-D. RMPs have successfully been used in 
ELMing H-mode experiments to suppress or mitigate ELMs. ITER criteria for ELM suppression are 
currently based on vacuum modeling of the resonant magnetic perturbations. However, it is as of yet 
unclear how plasma response in H-mode affects the penetration of the resonant magnetic field. In order 
to be able to compare RMPs between different experimental devices, we need to find a metric to assess 
field penetration.  

In the first example, when RMPs are applied in H-mode plasmas in DIII-D, we observe a spin up in 
toroidal rotation at the separatrix, which affects Er . In the steep pedestal region, where Er  is 

dominated by the diamagnetic term, which is similar to 1/Lpi = !Pi

Pi
. By comparing Er  to 1/Lpi, we 

observe that for psin > 0.95, Er  becomes more positive (due to the spin up) when RMPs are applied. 
We do not observe a difference in Er  as a function of ELM suppression (i.e. whether a discharge is 
inside or outside the q-resonant window). Comparisons to theoretical predictions [1] for changes in 
Er  due to a spin up in toroidal rotation as a result of creating a stochastic region of open field lines 

over predicts Er . The spin up in toroidal rotation needs to be reduced by a factor 3 at the seperatrix 
and completely eliminated inside !N = 0.95  in order to match experimental results. The overestimation 
of the stochastic region is very similar to MAST results [2], where they had to reduce the vacuum RMP 
calculations (ERGOS) by a factor 4 to replicate the lobes structures observed in experiments. We will 
show how our results compare to vacuum (TRIP3D) as well as plasma response simulations (M3D-C1) 
for DIII-D H-mode plasmas over a range of q95  values. 

The second example of how toroidal rotation can reveal information on the magnetic field structure 
is through rotating the RMPs past the CER diagnostic. When an n= 2  RMP field is rotated around on 
the DIII-D tokamak, we observe a clear kink like displacement [3], which is underpredicted by vacuum 
modeling with TRIP3D, but when plasma response is included through M3D-C1 there is a quantitative 
agreement. This displacement is also observed with the CER diagnostic. However, when we look at the 
changes in radial gradient of the toroidal rotation we can clearly identify structures that rotate at the 
same speed or twice the speed of the n= 2  RMP perturbation at the q= 9 / 4 , 10/4 and 11/4 surfaces. 
Between the 11/4 and the seperatrix the effects are more smeared out, but also have the same frequency 
as the n= 2  rotating field. We will compare these experimental results directly to vacuum as well as 
plasma response modeling for the n= 2  perturbing field. 
[1] E. Kaveeva, V. Rohzansky and M. Tendler (2008) Nucl. Fus. 2008 075003 
[2] A. Kirk et al. 2012 PRL 108 255003 
[3] R.A. Moyer et al. 2012 Nucl. Fus. 52 123019 
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Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Association EURATOM-FZ Jülich, Institut für Energie- und 

Klimaforschung - Plasmaphysik, Trilateral Euregio Cluster, D-52425 Jülich, Germany 
2
 Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei 230031, China 

3
 Association EURATOM-CEA, IRFM, F-13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France 

On EAST, Low Hybrid Current Driven (LHCD) appears to induce a profound change in 

the edge magnetic topology by driving currents near the plasma edge, evident by the non-

rotating Helical Current Filaments (HCFs) flowing along the magnetic field lines in the Scape 

Off Layer (SOL). The magnetic perturbation generated by these HCFs has been measured by 

the pick-up coils during a modulation of LHCD.  These measured magnetic fluctuations have 

both poloidal and toroidal dependence, indicating a 3D distortion of the plasma edge 

topology due to the formation of HCFs.  

The edge HCFs lead to splitting of divertor strike points (SP) with similar effects to the 

RMPs [1, 2], as manifested in the heat and particle flux profiles. The heat flux profile shows a 

distinct splitting of the original strike point, while the influence of HCFs on the particle flux 

profile is not as pronounced. The splitting of the SP depends on the edge safety factor, plasma 

density, as well as the toroidal angle, and was not observed in either the Ohmic or ICRF 

plasmas.  

The influence of HCFs on the characteristics of ELMs has been studied through 

modulation of the LHCD power in ICRH dominated H-mode plasmas.  In this experiment the 

LHCD power was set at 1.3 MW and modulated at 10 Hz with a 50% duty cycle.  Thus the 

duration of the LHCD off phase is 50 ms which is half the energy confinement time. Without 

LHCD the ELM frequency is fairly regular at ~150 Hz. When LHCD is applied the ELMs 

disappear or sporadically appear with higher frequency ~600 Hz. In addition, a drop in the 

pedestal density profile has been observed during LHCD application. 

The change in edge magnetic topology has been qualitatively modelled by including the 

HCFs in a field line tracing code. The connection lengths of the magnetic field lines are 

calculated using an experimental equilibrium superimposed with a vacuum field from HCFs 

with a total measured filament current of a few hundreds A. The results show a strong 

modification of the plasma edge topology dependent on the edge safety factor as well as the 

amplitude of currents flowing in these filaments. The fields produced by the HCFs form 

several lobes with long connection length field lines near the X-point which can hit the outer 

divertor plate resulting in splitting of the SP. This can qualitatively explain the experimental 

observations of SP splitting. 

References: 
[1] T. Evans, et al. Nature Phys. 2, 419 (2006).  [2] Y. Liang, et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 98 265004 (2007). 

                                                 
a
 Email address: y.liang@fz-juelich.de 



Measuring the plasma response to applied 

resonant magnetic perturbations on TEXTOR 

P Denner*, Y Yang, Y Liang, H Jaegers, Y Xu, J Pearson, M Rack, L Zeng and 

the TEXTOR team 

Institute of Energy and Climate Research – Plasma Physics, Forschungszentrum Jülich 

GmbH, Association EURATOM–FZJ, Trilateral Euregio Cluster, D-52425 Jülich, Germany 

*P.Denner@fz-juelich.de 

In order to avoid damage to ITER’s divertor, the large heat fluxes associated with type-I 

ELMs must either be reduced or eliminated.  One possible method of ELM mitigation or 

suppression consists of applying resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) to the plasma.  

In order to understand the mechanism by which the application of RMPs results in ELM 

mitigation or suppression, it is necessary to understand the nature of the plasma 

response to the RMPs. 

The fast movable Mirnov probe can provide direct measurements of the magnetic field 

structure in the edge of TEXTOR plasmas with applied RMPs from the Dynamic Ergodic 

Divertor (DED).  Comparing the magnetic topology in the plasma edge with that in the 

equivalent vacuum case reveals the effect of the plasma response to the RMPs. 

Clear shifts in the phase of the magnetic field are found to occur on rational surfaces, 

indicating that screening currents are formed on these surfaces.  For the first time, 

multiple surfaces have been observed simultaneously, which raises the possibility of 

observing the overlapping of magnetic island chains or the formation of stochastic 

regions within the plasma edge.  The effect of rotation on the plasma response has also 

been investigated. 



Are ghost-surfaces quadratic-flux minimizing?

S.R. Hudsona and R.L. Dewarb

aPrinceton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P.O. Box 451, Princeton, NJ, 08543, USA
bThe Australian National University, Canberra ACT 0200, Australia

shudson@pppl.gov

Two candidates for “almost-invariant” toroidal surfaces passing through magnetic islands,
namely quadratic-flux-minimizing (QFMIN) surfaces and ghost surfaces, use families of pe-
riodic pseudo-orbits (i.e. paths for which the action is not exactly extremal). QFMIN
pseudo-orbits, which are coordinate-dependent, are field lines obtained from a modified mag-
netic field, and ghost-surface pseudo-orbits are obtained by displacing closed field lines in the
direction of steepest descent of magnetic action,

∫
A.dl. A generalized Hamiltonian defini-

tion of ghost surfaces is given and specialized to the usual Lagrangian definition. A modified
Hamilton’s Principle is introduced that allows the use of Lagrangian integration for calcu-
lation of the QFMIN pseudo-orbits. Numerical calculations show QFMIN and Lagrangian
ghost surfaces give very similar results for a chaotic magnetic field perturbed from an inte-
grable case, and this is explained using a perturbative construction of an auxiliary poloidal
angle for which QFMIN and Lagrangian ghost surfaces are the same up to second order.
While presented in the context of 3-dimensional magnetic field line systems, the concepts
are applicable to defining almost-invariant tori in other 11

2
degree-of-freedom nonintegrable

Lagrangian/Hamiltonian systems.
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Topic: Plasma response to external non-axissymetric 
perturbations 

Modeling of Plasma Displacements, Corroborated by the DIII-D Soft X-ray 
Imaging Diagnostic, During Application of External 3-D Perturbations* 

A. Wingen1, M.W. Shafer1, E.A. Unterberg1, T.E. Evans2, N.M. Ferraro2, and D.L. Hillis1 

1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA 
2General Atomics, San Diego, CA 92186, USA 

The effects of applied non-axisymmetric resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) are predicted 
without and with self-consistent plasma response by modeling of the vacuum magnetic field 
structure and 2 fluid MHD simulations, respectively. A synthetic diagnostic is used to compare 
simulations with a new tangential soft X-ray (SXR) imaging diagnostic. The SXR diagnostic can 
use different energy filters to discriminate between separatrix perturbations outside of !n = 0.98  
and helical displacements within the steep gradient region of the pedestal, 0.98 !!n > 0.94 . The 
line integrated SXR images are numerically inverted to determine the local emission from a 
poloidal cross-section at a toroidal location. 

The various spatial regions are characterized by large changes in plasma rotation and 
resistivity. Those parameters are expected to strongly affect the plasma response to RMPs. The 
plasma response is investigated by forward modeling of the simulated local SXR emission, 
within the framework of the synthetic diagnostic. A detailed comparison between the measured 
SXR data and the synthetic emission is used to explain the nature of the measured displacements. 
In each spatial region another approach is tested. 

One approach is based on the magnetic field structure to simulate local emission. The lobes 
of the stable and unstable separatrix manifolds, calculated from vacuum fields, show very good 
agreement in size, location and shape with the measured separatrix displacements. Manifolds that 
include the M3D-C1 (2 fluid MHD) plasma response underestimate the size of the observed 
separatrix displacements. So, at the separatrix and out into the scrape-off layer the vacuum 
modeling is more representative of the measured SXR data than M3D-C1.  

In the steep gradient region of the H-mode pedestal the plasma response is expected to play a 
crucial role due to the strong toroidal plasma rotation. The M3D-C1 code takes into account this 
response self-consistently.  Another approach to model local emission uses the fluid quantities 
density and temperature, as calculated by e.g. M3D-C1. Compared to the previous approach, 
based on the magnetic field structure, the emission simulated by the fluid approach shows better 
agreement with the inverted SXR images from the steep gradient region. The measurement 
clearly shows helical m =11±1  displacements around the 11/3 rational surface of sizes up to 5 
cm, which change with the poloidal angle. The synthetic emission based on the magnetic 
structure approach shows additional structures at the separatrix, which are caused by the lobes.  
Especially without plasma response, almost only separatrix structures are generated while no 
significant displacements are found further inside. In contrast, the fluid approach with plasma 
response shows comparable displacements in the steep gradient region and no lobe structures at 
all. 



Measurements and Modelling of X-point lobes on MAST 
 

J. R. Harrison, A. Kirk, I. Chapman, P. Cahyna2, Yueqiang Liu, E. Nardon3, A. J. Thornton 
EURATOM/CCFE Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3DB, UK 

2Institute of Plasma Physics AS CR v.v.i., Association EURATOM/IPP.CR, Prague, Czech 
Republic 

3Association Euratom/CEA, CEA Cadarache, F-13108, St. Paul-lez-Durance, France 
 

The application of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) is a widely used technique 
for controlling ELMs, with mitigation reported on JET, NSTX and MAST, and type I ELM 
suppression on DIII-D, ASDEX Upgrade and KSTAR.  How RMPs have an affect on ELM 
behaviour is an open question.  One possibility is how RMPs change the magnetic topology, by 
the creation of magnetic islands and regions containing chaotic field lines, and their effects on 
transport.  A profound consequence of the application of RMPs is the formation of lobe structures 
near the X-point, where field lines around the plasma boundary are deviated by the perturbation, 
thereby creating the appearance of inward and outward pointing finger-like structures. 
 
 The first experimental evidence for the existence of lobe structures has been reported on 
MAST measured using a filtered camera viewing He1+ light in the divertor region in the presence 
of applied RMPs with toroidal mode number n = 3,4 and 6.  Subsequent analysis of the data 
collected has provided new insights into the effects of RMPs on the plasma.  Lobes were only 
observed to appear when a resonant perturbation was applied.  A threshold RMP current has been 
observed when n = 4 and 6 perturbations are applied. Once above the threshold, the lobes are 
found to extend linearly with the applied RMP current.  This threshold differs from the threshold 
required for ELM mitigation, suggesting a link between the lobe size (rather than their 
appearance) and the effect on ELMs.   
 
 Forward modelling calculations have been performed which are based on vacuum 
modelling and a ray tracing code to compare modelling predictions with experimental data.  It has 
been found that the MAST data are in good agreement with forward modelling calculations, in 
terms of predicting the lobe position, but less so in terms of their spatial extent.  The effects of the 
plasma on the perturbation field have been simulated using an ad-hoc screening model, and it is 
found that good agreement between the experimental data and modelling exists if it is assumed 
that the RMP can penetrate to ψn ~ 0.96.  This is in good agreement with MARS-F simulations, 
which models the linear plasma response to the applied RMP.  Furthermore, it has been observed 
that rotation braking caused by the RMP results in an increase in lobe size, suggesting the RMP is 
less effectively screened. 
 

This work was part-funded by the RCUK Energy Programme under grant EP/I501045 and the European 
Communities under the contract of Association between EURATOM and CCFE. The views and opinions 

expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the European Commission. 



Method for comparison of tokamak divertor strike point data with 
magnetic perturbation models 

 

Pavel Cahyna1, M. Peterka1, A. Kirk2, A. Thornton2, Y.Q. Liu2, J. Harrison2, E. Nardon3, R. 
Pánek1 and the MAST team 

1Institute of Plasma Physics AS CR v.v.i., Association EURATOM/IPP.CR, Za Slovankou 1782/3, 
182 00 Prague, Czech Republic. 

2EURATOM/CCFE Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK. 

3Association EURATOM-CEA, CEA/DSM/IRFM, CEA Cadarache, 13108 St-Paul-lez-Durance, 
France. 

One of the key issues of the magnetic perturbation technique for ELM suppression is the role 
of plasma response to the applied perturbation. Numerous models of the plasma response 
currently exist, but their experimental validation is not easy as it requires sensitive 
diagnostics, in particular measurements of very weak magnetic fields of the plasma response. 
One indirect but very sensitive method is the observation of divertor strike points. It is known 
that under the influence of a magnetic perturbation the separatrix associated with the X-point 
is destroyed and replaced by a complex 3D structure – the homoclinic tangle. When the tangle 
intersects the divertor, it forms characteristic spiraling lobes (footprints) around the strike 
point, observed on radial profiles as splitting of the strike points into multiple peaks. The 
homoclinic tangle around the X-point was recently also observed in a poloidal plane using a 
tangential camera view on MAST. The lack or shortening of the footprints with respect to 
vacuum predictions is generally attributed to plasma screening of the perturbation, as it is 
known that the screening leads to substantial reduction of the homoclinic tangle. This 
information is however only indirect as the observed heat flux, light emission and other 
parameters do not trace the precise boundary of the homoclinic tangle but rather are 
determined by transport processes in the tangle. The proper treatment of this problem requires 
3D transport simulations which are numerically demanding and thus unsuitable for routine 
analysis of many experimental shots. We developed an approximative model based on field 
line tracing which takes the perpendicular transport in the SOL into account and can be used 
as an indicator of the agreement of the models of the perturbation field (including the vacuum 
model and various models for plasma response) with the strike point observations. The model 
is especially simple in the vacuum case, where one can use the semi-analytic approximation 
by the Melnikov integral. This approach can be imprecise for plasma response, in which case 
it can be replaced by direct field line tracing with some computational cost. We will show 
applications of this model to the MAST data, in particular how realistically-looking synthetic 
time traces can be calculated and used to make conclusions about the validity of the vacuum 
approximation. 



The effect of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) on the divertor heat and particle 

fluxes in MAST 
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MAST is ideally placed to study the effect of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) on 

ELMs due to the recent upgrade of the in-vessel ELM coil system. The ELM coil system 

permits the application of perturbations with the toroidal mode numbers, n=3, 4 and 6 to 

double null (DN) and lower single null plasmas (LSN). The application of RMPs to ELMing 

MAST plasmas have been observed to increase the ELM frequency by up to a factor of five 

and lead to a decrease in the ELM size consistent with the product of the frequency and size 

being constant. The increase in the ELM frequency is correlated with the size of the applied 

field, with larger fields giving the largest increase in ELM frequency. The size of the field 

required for mitigation varies with plasma scenario and no unique parameter, such as 

Chirikov parameter or radial resonant field component, has been identified which establishes 

the criteria for mitigation. 

The application of RMPs to the plasma generates a three dimensional magnetic field and 

gives rise to the formation of lobe structures near the X point. Visible imaging of the poloidal 

cross section of the plasma has shown that these lobe structures extend down to the divertor 

leading to the splitting of the divertor strike point as predicted by vacuum modelling. This 

work will study the effect of the RMPs on the divertor heat and particle fluxes using both 

infra-red imaging and visible imaging of the divertor surfaces. Splitting of the strike point has 

been measured in L and H mode plasmas and compared to the predictions from the vacuum 

modelling code ERGOS. The effect of screening of the applied perturbation on the strike 

point structure is studied using an ad-hoc screening model [1] to simulate the plasma 

response. Measurements of the strike point splitting can also be performed during the ELM 

cycle and show variation in the splitting pattern as a function of time since the start of the 

ELM. The splitting is initially observed prior to the peak heat flux being seen and prior to the 

ejection of the ELM filaments. As the ELM filaments are ejected at random locations 

toroidally, they obscure the splitting pattern from the RMP and lead to a smoothing of the IR 

profiles. 

The effect of mitigation on the peak heat flux to the divertor has also been investigated in 

both DN and LSN plasmas. Measurements of the heat flux in mitigated lower single null 

ELMing plasmas show that the peak heat flux is reduced by 1.8 times for a three-fold 

decrease in ELM energy, with an associated five-fold increase in the ELM frequency. 

Application of the RMPs in DN ELMy plasmas lead to a 2.1 fold reduction in the heat flux 

for a corresponding three-fold decrease in the ELM energy over the unmitigated case. 

 

[1] P. Cahyna et al, J. Nuc. Mater. 415 (2010) S927 
 

This work was part-funded by the RCUK Energy Programme under grant EP/I501045 and the European 

Communities under the contract of Association between EURATOM and CCFE. The views and opinions 

expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the European Commission. 



Formation and propagation of pre-ELM footprint
structures at JET
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Recent resonant magnetic perturbation experiments at JET have shown

the formation of pre-ELM footprint structures. Theses structures appear as

a divertor heat load pattern a few milliseconds before and continuing until

the ELM crash. The excitation of the pre-ELM structures is accompanied

by a drop of the edge electron temperature. A dynamic nature of these

structures was found and studied for di�erent edge safety factors. A ther-

moelectric current model shows that current �laments in the plasma edge

can cause a strong topology change, leading to the creation and propagation

of such structures. Comparisons between the experimental �ndings and the

modelling approach, are discussed.

∗See the Appendix of F. Romanelli et al., Proceedings of the 24th IAEA Fusion Energy

Conference 2012, San Diego, US



Impact of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations on

Zonal Modes in thermal drift-wave turbulence

M. Leconte1 and P.H. Diamond1,2

1 WCI Center for Fusion Theory, NFRI, Daejeon, Korea
2 CMTFO and CASS, UCSD, San Diego, USA
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Experiments on several devices have shown a mitigation or even suppression of ELMs,
using Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs). The precise mechanism responsible for this
stabilization is not fully understood. As most theories of RMP effects are based on neoclas-
sical physics and/or field line stochastization, the RMP effect on turbulence is not broadly
considered. We emphasize, though, that RMPs have a strong effect on turbulence, e.g. a de-
crease of long-range correlations during the application of RMPs on TEXTOR, i.e. a damping
of GAM Zonal Flows [1].
Our previous modeling showed, using an extended Hasegawa-Wakatani model including RMP
fields, that the effect of the RMPs is to induce a linear coupling between the zonal electric
field and the zonal density gradient, which drives the system to a state of electron radial force
balance for large RMP amplitude, at fixed input power [2]. In the present work, we extend our
previous model to include the dynamics of electron temperature. The more realistic model
presented here enables us to study RMP effect on both particle and heat channels. For our
nonlinear analysis, we consider the electrostatic limit of the model of Ref. [3], but including
RMP effects. Using a modulational analysis based on the wave-kinetic formalism, we ob-
tain a system of coupled quasilinear equations for the density nq, electric potential φq and
electron temperature Tq components of Zonal Modes with radial wavenumber q. These equa-
tions depend on the turbulence energy and are coupled through the RMP-induced mesoscale

flux/stress
〈
b̃xj̃‖

〉
arising from the mesoscale

〈
δj×δb

〉
torque, which is non-zero in presence of

RMPs. In a two-fluid picture, using the wave-kinetic framework, we obtain the back-reaction
of Zonal Modes on turbulence energy due to the random shearing of turbulent eddies by E×B
Zonal Flows (link to Zonal Potential φq), but also by the - electron - Zonal Diamagnetic Flows
(linked to a combination of zonal density nq and temperature Tq).
We show that, in presence of RMPs, Zonal Flow damping is enhanced compared to the case
without RMPs. The Zonal Flow damping increases as a function of both the RMP ampli-
tude |b̃x|, and the parameter ηe = Ln/LTe . The Zonal Flow damping increase with ηe is a
synergetic effect, as it only occurs in presence of RMPs. Furthermore, as Zonal Flows play a
major role in the LH transition, enhanced Zonal Flow damping suggests that RMPs increase
the L-H power threshold, consistent with experiments, e.g. Ref. [4]. Moreover, RMPs acts
differently on the particle and the heat channel, due to the parallel heat diffusivity.

[1] Y. Xu et al. Nucl. Fusion 51 063020 (2011); [2] M. Leconte and P.H. Diamond, Phys.
Plasmas 19 055903 (2012); [3] B.D. Scott and A.B. Hassam, Phys. Fluids 30 90 (1987); [4]
P. Gohil et al., Nucl. Fusion 51 103020 (2011)
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Overview on heat and momentum transport in the stochastic regions in 

LHD 
 

Katsumi Ida and LHD experiment group 
National Institute for Fusion Science 
322-6 Oroshi, Toki 509-5292, Japan 

 
    Transition from regular to chaotic motion is often represented as a topological bifurcation 
of a torus in phase space. This topological bifurcation has been considered to happen in 
high-temperature toroidal plasmas, e.g., during disruption in tokamaks, by a large deformation 
such as a spontaneous transition from the stochastic state to helical equilibrium in reversed-field 
pinch (RFP) plasmas or at the plasma edge as seen in the Edge-Localized-Modes (ELMs) 
mitigation experiments.  
     The topology bifurcation of magnetic topology is identified by a significant change in the 
heat pulse propagation properties in magnetized plasmas. Clear evidence of stochastization of 
the magnetic surfaces near a rational surface is observed in the core plasma with weak magnetic 
shear in Large Helical Device (LHD) by applying heat pulses driven by modulation electron 
cyclotron heating (MECH). A slow heat pulse propagation observed in the weak shear is an 
evidence of a nested magnetic island, while the fast heat pulse propagation observed in the 
plasma with medium magnetic shear is an evidence of stochastization of the magnetic 
surfaces[1]. The heat pulse propagation technique is applied to study the stochastization near the 
plasma edge in the plasma with resonance magnetic perturbation (RMP). Clear transition from 
nesting magnetic flux surface to stochastic region is observed as the magnitude of RMP is 
increased in LHD. In the region where the magnetic field is open, so-called outside last closed 
flux surface (LCFS), a large positive radial electric field is observed especially when the 
magnetic surface becomes stochastic, because electrons escape faster than ions along the 
magnetic field line. A significant damping of toroidal rotation velocity is also observed in the 
stochastic region. 
     The heat pulse propagation technique applied in this experiment provide a new approach 
to identify the stochastization of the magnetic field, which is expected (or calculated) but not 
experimentally confirmed in magnetized plasmas with a resonance magnetic field perturbation 
for ELMs mitigation. 
 
Reference 
[1] K.Ida et.al., New J. Phys. 15 013061 (open access) 
http://iopscience.iop.org/1367-2630/15/1/013061/ 



Anisotropic, local and non-local, heat transport in stochastic magnetic fields 
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Heat transport in magnetized plasmas is inherently anisotropic because the thermal conductivity 
along the magnetic field,

 

!||, is considerably larger than the thermal conductivity in the 
perpendicular direction, 

 

!". In addition, parallel heat flux closure relations in low collisionality 
plasmas are typically non-local and demand the use of integro-differential transport models. A 
further complication arises in the case of three-dimensional chaotic fields that preclude the use 
of magnetic field-line coordinates. It is well-recognized that these issues make the study of 
electron heat transport in magnetically confined plasmas particularly difficult from both 
numerical and theoretical perspectives. In this presentation we discuss a Lagrangian Green's 
function (LG) method to tackle this challenging problem [1,2]. Motivated by the extreme 
anisotropy encountered in fusion plasmas, in which the ratio 

 

!|| /!" may exceed 1010 we focus on 
the study of purely parallel transport, i.e 

 

!" = 0 . The LG method bypasses the need to discretize 
and invert the transport operators on a grid, and thus it allows the integration of the transport 
equation without perpendicular pollution, while preserving the positivity of the temperature field. 
Following a description of the LG method we discuss the following applications for the case of 
local and non-local (gyro-Landau-fluid type) parallel heat flux closures: (i) Effective radial 
transport in fully stochastic fields; (ii) Temperature mixing in weakly chaotic fields; and (iii) 
Cantori partial barriers in reversed shear configurations. In the case of fully stochastic fields, we 
provide numerical evidence of non-diffusive effective radial transport that casts doubts on the 
applicability of quasilinear diffusion descriptions. We observe non-Fickean multivalued flux-
gradient relations that point out the presence of non-local effective radial transport. For weakly 
chaotic fields, we apply the LG method to fully resolve the fractal structure of the Devil's 
staircase temperature profile in the previously inaccessible 

 

!" = 0  regime [1,2]. We also apply 
the LG method to study Shearless Cantori (SC) in reversed shear magnetic field configurations. 
By SC we mean the invariant Cantor sets remaining after the destruction of flux surfaces with 
zero magnetic shear, !q = 0 . We show that these structures lead to an anomalously slow 
relaxation of radial temperature gradients in chaotic magnetic fields with no transport barriers 
[3,4].  Finally, we also report on recent developments on the applications of the extended LG 
method to study transport in magnetic islands in the presence of sources with finite 

 

!|| /!" ratios, 
i.e. ! ! " 0  [5]. 
 
[1] D. del-Castillo-Negrete, and L. Chacon, Phys. Rev. Letters 106, 19, 195004 (2011). 
[2] D. del-Castillo-Negrete, and L. Chacon. APS-DPP Invited paper. Phys. of Plasmas 19, 
056112 (2012).  
[3] D.del-Castillo-Negrete, D. Blazevski, L. Chacón, Proceedings of the 2012 IAEA Fusion 
Energy Conference San Diego, CA (2012). 
[4] D. Blazevski and D. del-Castillo-Negrete, Submitted to Phys. Rev. E (2012). 
[5] L. Chacon and D. del-Castillo-Negrete, Bulletin of American Physical Society. American 
Physical Society DPP 55th Annual Meeting, Nov. (2012).  
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3D Effects on the helical boundary of RFX-mod

N. Vianello, G. Spizzo, M. Agostini, P. Scarin, L. Carraro, R. Cavazzana, G. Ciaccio,

G. De Masi, E. Martines, B. Momo, S. Spagnolo, M. Spolaore, M. Zuin

Consorzio RFX, Associazione Euratom-ENEA sulla Fusione, C.so Stati Uniti 4, Padova, Italy

The effects of non-axysimmetric magnetic field or magnetic field ergodization on the exter-

nal region of the plasma is becoming a foundamental issue in the fusion community. Indeed

3D effects, intrinsic in stellarators [1], are emerging topic in tokamaks, where magnetic per-

turbations are used to obtain ELM mitigation or suppression [2, 3]. Interesting analogies can

be drawn also with the helical configuration observed in high-current regimes in RFPs [4]: in-

deed although the quasi-symmetric boundary, the small residual helical ripple is sufficient to

modulate all the kinetic properties of the edge plasma and the plasma wall interaction [5]. Aim

of the present contribution is to present the most recent experimental results and physical in-

terpretation of the phenomena observed in the edge region of the RFX-mod Reversed Field

Pinch experiment, with a strong emphasis on the effects of helical deformation on the flow, the

electron temperature and density and on the plasma-wall interaction.

In order to correctly handle the intrinsic 3D configuration we introduce the concept of the he-

lical angle um,n = mθ −nφ −ϕm,n where ϕm,n is the proper mode phase (for RFX-mod ϕ1,−7 in

high current helical discharges). The chosen framework correctly highlights the helical depen-

dence of the plasma parameters on the exhisting perturbation. In particular we will prove that

an magnetic perturbation causes an helical deformation of the entire pressure profile and of the

plasma wall interaction; furthermore an ambipolar electric field, with the same helicity of the

exhisting perturbation will arise. The contribution will focus on the collisionality dependence

of the spatial phase relation between electric field and magnetic perturbation. The profound

analogies with similar observations obtained in Tokamak RMP experiments, make the results

and the used approach quite general, proving the beneficial effects arising from cross-device

comparison of similar physical problems.

References
1R König et al., Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 44, 2365 (2002).
2T. E. Evans et al., Nature Physics 2, 419–423 (2006).
3W Suttrop et al., Physical Review Letters 106, 225004 (2011).
4R Lorenzini et al., Nature Physics 5, 570–754 (2009).
5N. Vianello et al., in 24th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference (2012), EX/P8–02.



Edge islands and transport, Tokamak vs RFP
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In the RFP edge, measured transport and flows are strongly influenced by magnetic is-

lands 1−3. In fact, these islands determine a differential radial diffusion of electrons and ions

giving rise to an ambipolar potential which is a complicated mixture of particle motion and

plasma-wall interaction. A natural analogue of this phenomenology are the resonant mag-

netic perturbations (RMPs), applied in tokamaks to reduce ELM’s, interact with pedestal

temperature/density, and to push the configuration near and beyond the Greenwald density

limit 4. At RFX-mod a model 2 of the electrostatic potential, based on transport simulations

made with the Hamiltonian Guiding-Centre code Orbit 5, has been done for a (m=0,n=1)

magnetic island in the MH state.

In order to analyze any similarities in the phenomena observed in RFP and RMP devices

and to understand if there is a unified picture of the density limit, Orbit has been adapted

to the TEXTOR Tokamak and transport simulations performed, similarly to RFX. The

magnetic equilibrium has been reconstructed and a proper form for the perturbations

developed, on the basis of the analytical formulae used in TEXTOR 6. The Poincaré plots

for two shots have been produced showing the good reconstruction of TEXTOR magnetic

topology. In particular, kinetic Poincaré plots of electrons and ions show a differential

radial diffusion in TEXTOR, analogously to what found in RFX-mod. The differential

diffusion increases as a function of energy, implying a dependence of the amplitude of the

ambipolar potential on particle energy, as already found in RFX2.

1) P.Scarin, et al., Nucl. Fusion 51, 073002 (2011)

2) G. Spizzo, et al., Nuclear Fusion 52 054015 (2012) (special issue: Stochasticity in fusion plasmas)

3) N.Vianello, in Proc. 24th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference, (San Diego, USA, 2012), paper EX/P8-02

4) O. Schmitz, Nucl.Fusion 52 (2012) 054001 (special issue Stochasticity in fusion plasmas, May 2012)

5) White R.B. and Chance M.S. Phys. Fluids 27 2455â2467 (1984)

6) K.H. Finken, S.S. Abdullaev, A. Kaleck, G.H. Wolf, Nucl. Fusion 39, 637 (1999)
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An overview of the effect resonant magnetic perturbations have on ELMs 
 

A. Kirk 

EURATOM/CCFE Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK 

 

E-mail: andrew.kirk@ccfe.ac.uk 

All current estimations of the energy released by type I ELMs indicate that, in order to 

ensure an adequate lifetime of the divertor targets on ITER, a mechanism is required to 

decrease the amount of energy released by an ELM, or to eliminate ELMs altogether.  One 

such amelioration mechanism relies on perturbing the magnetic field in the edge plasma 

region, either leading to more frequent smaller ELMs (ELM mitigation) or ELM suppression.  

This technique of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) has been employed to suppress 

type I ELMs at high collisionality on DIII-D, ASDEX Upgrade and KSTAR and at low 

collisionality on DIII-D.  In the low collisionality discharges on DIII-D the RMPs enhance the 

transport of particles or energy and keep the edge pressure gradient below the critical value 

that would trigger an ELM, while still maintaining an edge transport barrier.  However, at 

high collisionality on both DIII-D and ASDEX Upgrade the pedestal characteristics remain 

largely unchanged and the reason for the suppression of type I ELMs is unclear.  Before 

achieving complete suppression of the type I ELMs, all devices observe a period of ELM 

mitigation.  Similar periods of ELM mitigation have also been obtained on JET and MAST.   

In this presentation the experimental observations from all the devices will be 

reviewed, with particular emphasis given to the effects seen in different plasma regimes 

(collisionality or density effects) and how these may be interpreted.  The aim is to identify the 

mechanism that produces the onset of ELM mitigation and/or ELM suppression.  Full 

suppression on future devices may either not be possible or not desirable, due to impurity 

accumulation. Therefore, understanding how the peak target heat load scales with ELM size 

will be also be a critical parameter.  Existing measurements from the different devices will be 

discussed.    

A range of toroidal mode numbers of the RMP has been used and how this choice 

affects the plasma response, including access to H-mode, rotation braking etc, will be 

discussed.  In addition, RMPs clearly produce 3D perturbations to the plasma, how these 

perturbations affect the 3D equilibrium and stability calculations will be presented. 

 

 

Work supported by the RCUK Energy Programme and EURATOM 



Challenges for understanding RMP ELM control at ITER 

G. Huijsmans, A. Loarte 

ITER Organization, Route de Vinon sur Verdon, 13115 Saint Paul Lez Durance, France 

 

ITER operation in the 15 MA QDT=10 reference scenario is based on the H-mode regime with 
controlled ELMs (i.e. ELM power losses which do not cause excessive erosion of plasma facing 
components (PFCs)) [Loarte2012]. The two main methods foreseen for ELM control in ITER are 
ELM pacing by the injection of small pellets and ELM stabilisation (or mitigation) by the 
application of external magnetic perturbations (RMPs).  

For RMP ELM control, 27 in-vessel coils are considered for ITER with a maximum current of 
90kA-turns [Daly2012]. ELM stabilisation/mitigation has now been achieved in multiple devices 
over a wide range of plasma parameters, at low and high collisionality and at high fractions of 
the Greenwald densities.  

However, ITER relevant parameters of low collisionality and high Greenwald fraction cannot be 
obtained simultaneously in current experiments. Extrapolation of the RMP results to ITER 
necessarily relies on theory and simulations. Quantitative validation of modelling results with 
experimental observations is challenging but essential for a reliable prediction of the RMP 
performance in ITER.  

This paper will attempt to review the progress made in the physics models and simulations with 
respect to RMP ELM control and indicate where improved modelling capabilities may be 
necessary for extrapolation to ITER. 

 

[Loarte2012] A. Loarte et al., 24th Fusion Energy conference, San Diego, USA, 2012 (paper ITR/1-2, to 
be published in Nucl. Fusion) 
[Daly2012] E. Daly et al., Proc. 20th TOFE, Nashville, USA, 2012, to be published in Sci. and Tech. 
2013. 



Towards a picture for how RMPs control ELMs: What 
MAST experiments and numerical modelling teach us 

 

IT Chapman, A. Kirk, YQ Liu, M Becoulet2, P Cahyna3, WA Cooper4, CJ Ham, JR 
Harrison, F Orain2, A Patel, S Saarelma, R Scannell, AJ Thornton and the MAST team 

EURATOM/CCFE Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK 
2 
Association Euratom/CEA, CEA Cadarache, F-13108, St. Paul-lez-Durance, France  

3
 Institute of Plasma Physics, Association EURATOM/IPP.CR, Prague, Czech Republic 
4
 CRPP, Association EURATOM/Confederation Suisse, EPFL, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland 

  
The most widely offered explanation for ELM suppression under the application of non-
axisymmetric fields at low collisionality is that the Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) 
induce a stochastic magnetic field giving rise to enhanced particle transport, which in turn 
degrades the pressure gradient in the pedestal such that it is below the level required to trigger a 
peeling-ballooning mode. However, the application of RMPs can also lead to an increase in type I 
ELM frequency (ELM mitigation), which would seem to be the result of a destabilisation of ELMs. 
Stability analyses of plasmas exhibiting ELM mitigation due to RMPs typically find that the 
peeling-ballooning stability margin is greatly enhanced, contrary to the increase in ELM frequency 
observed. This work aims to understand this dichotomy in the empirical effect of RMPs – either a 
stabilisation of the ELMs by reducing the pressure gradient or a destabilisation despite a 
reduction in pressure gradient. 

MAST is equipped with 18 in-vessel coils for use in RMP ELM control experiments.  These coils 
give considerable flexibility since they allow a range of toroidal mode numbers (up to n=6) and 
also allow improved alignment of the magnetic perturbations with the plasma equilibrium by 
allowing the phase of the applied field to be varied during the shot. This is complemented by 
modelling advances to understand the plasma response to applied fields, the resultant torque and 

three-dimensional displacement. The application of n≥3 RMPs in MAST results in up to a factor of 
eight increase in ELM frequency and the peak heat flux per ELM dropping three-fold. The benefits 
of RMPs with higher toroidal mode number include reduced core rotation braking and reduced 
effect on the L-H transition power with RMPs. 

There are various effects of RMPs: A reduction in the pedestal density, which results in a small 
reduction in the plasma confinement; braking of the plasma rotation; a three-dimensional toroidal 
displacement of the plasma boundary - referred to as a toroidal corrugation; and the introduction 
of lobe structures near to the magnetic X-point, observed for the first time in MAST using visible-
light imaging. Here we consider how these effects influence the peeling-ballooning edge stability, 
and so provide insight into the ELM mitigation (ie destabilisation) mechanism.  

The quasi-linear code, MARS-Q, has also been used to investigate the effects of the penetration 
process and plasma response on the observed structures.  The plasma braking results primarily 
from a j×b torque rather than NTV torque in MAST. ELITE calculations show that ballooning 
modes are more unstable when the edge flow shear is reduced, though the pedestal braking in 
MAST is nominal despite severe global braking. Another influence on stability is that certain 
toroidal positions are found to be far more unstable to infinite-n ballooning modes due to the 
boundary corrugation when reconstructed with a non-axisymmetric boundary using the VMEC 
code. Finally, nonlinear MHD analyses show that lobe structures can also degrade peeling-
ballooning stability. Consequently both ELM mitigation and suppression can be explained by an 
RMP-induced reduction of the pedestal pressure, dependent upon a simultaneous reduction in 
the critical pressure gradient to trigger a peeling-ballooning mode. The relative merits of n=3,4,6 
will be compared given their effect on L-H transition, plasma rotation braking, boundary 
corrugation and lobe radial extent. 

This work was funded by the RCUK Energy Programme under grant EP/I501045 and the European 

Communities under the contract of Association between EURATOM and CCFE. The views and opinions 

expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the European Commission. 



Three dimensional equilibrium and stability for MAST plasmas with magnetic 

perturbations applied for ELM control 

C. J. Ham, S. Saarelma, I. T. Chapman and A. Kirk 

EURATOM/CCFE Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, 
United Kingdom 

ELM mitigation has been observed in MAST plasmas using RMPs with a toroidal mode 

number of n=4 and n=6 in lower single null and with n=3 in connected double null [1]. The 

physics of ELM mitigation and suppression is not fully understood but important factors that 

influence the peeling-ballooning stability, which is linked with ELMs, are: rotation braking; 

pedestal widening; X-point lobes; and three dimensional corrugation of the plasma 

boundary [2]. 

The focus of this work is on modelling the three dimensional corrugation of the plasma 

boundary. The VMEC code [3] calculates three dimensional equilibria by energy 

minimization with the assumption of closed nested flux surfaces. It is used to calculate 

axisymmetric free boundary equilibria with pressure and current profiles determined from 

axisymmetric equilibrium reconstruction. Current is then applied in the RMP coils and 

thereby the plasma boundary gains a three dimensional corrugation. Previous work on 

MAST has shown that the size and phase of the plasma corrugation is in agreement with 

experimental results [4]. Stability calculations are carried out using the ideal infinite-n 

ballooning mode code COBRA [5]. Magnetic perturbations with n=3 and n=6 have been 

applied with even and odd parity and a scan in the current in the coils has been performed. 

Within this model the corrugations grow linearly with the current in the RMP coils. These 

free boundary plasmas, with and without RMPs applied, are analysed using COBRA. The 

results show that the most unstable ideal ballooning mode is made more unstable by RMPs.  
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Control of Edge Localized Modes by Externally Applied Magnetic 
Perturbations on the Large Helical Device 
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In the Large Helical Device (LHD), H-mode plasmas with large amplitude 

edge-localized-modes (ELMs) are produced in so-called outward-shifted configuration, i.e, 

Rax=3.9m, where Rax is the magnetic axis position in the vacuum field. In contrast to a 

tokamak, the ELMs in LHD are thought to be excited by resistive interchange modes (RICs) 

which are destabilized at the /2=1 rational surface near the foot of the edge transport barrier 

(ETB). These large amplitude ELMs expel a large fraction of plasma stored energy from the 

ETB region, that is, up to 20% of the stored energy (Wp). The ETB and the /2=1 surface are 

in the stochastic field region intrinsically generated in three dimensional plasma 

configuration of LHD.  Even in the H-mode plasmas surrounded by thus generated 

stochastic region, large amplitude ELMs are still actively excited.  Nevertheless, a 

mitigation of these large amplitude ELMs was demonstrated for the first time in a 

helical/stellarator plasma, by externally applied resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs).  

The ELM amplitude was reduced by a factor of two, and the repetition frequency of ELMs 

was enhanced by a factor more than five, without large loss of H-mode confinement. The 

energy loss fraction is reduced down to ~5% of Wp. The RMPs reduced edge electron density 

preferentially indicating enhanced particle transport, while electron and ion temperature 

profiles remain unchanged. The electron pressure gradient in the ETB is slightly decreased by 

the RMPs. This ELM mitigation by the RMPs was realized by both lowering the threshold 

pressure gradient for rapid growth of RICs at the /2=1 surface and narrowing the ELM 

impact region.  Non-resonant magnetic perturbations dominated by m=2/n=1 components 

did not bring about the above-mentioned ELM mitigation.   
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Equilibrium effects on magnetic topology and transport in stellarators

Joachim Geiger, Yühe Feng, Andreas Werner

Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics, EURATOM Association, Wendelsteinstr. 1,
17491 Greifswald, Germany

The main properties and the topology of the magnetic field of stellarators are largely determined by the 
geometry of the external coil system and the currents therein. However, plasma currents driven by the 
plasma equilibrium, by transport processes or by heating systems introduce additional fields altering 
the stellarator fields in different aspects. We discuss the changes of the magnetic configurations due to 
the plasma currents, like position, flux surface shape, rotational transform, breaking of flux surfaces 
and formation of islands and the generation of stochastic fields. We also relate them to transport 
phenomena observed and to the attempts to model transport in the scrape-off-layer in order to 
understand and predict the particle and energy distributions in divertor configurations. As a special 
topic a novel combination of equilibrium fields based on the VMEC- and EXTENDER-code is 
presented which can be used in EMC3-EIRENE SOL-transport simulations.



Identification of 3D equilibrium response in the Large Helical Device 

 

Yasuhiro Suzuki
1,2

 and the LHD experimental group 

 

1National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan 

2The Graduate University for Advanced Studies SOKENDAI, Toki, Japan 

 

In this talk, we discuss experimental identification of 3D magnetic field structure and 

comparison with 3D MHD equilibrium analyses. 3D MHD equilibrium analyses predict the 

stochastization of magnetic field line for finite-beta is naturally appeared. The pressure-induced 

perturbed field driven by the equilibrium current along rippled field lines breaks nested flux 

surfaces for the vacuum. In such a case, coupling those perturbed field nonlinearly, the magnetic 

field in the peripheral region becomes stochastic. This is so-called 3D equilibrium response. The 

study of the 3D equilibrium response is very important because it is expected the stochastization 

of magnetic field lines leads the equilibrium beta limit. On the other hand, in the Large Helical 

Device (LHD) experiments, the pressure gradient is observed to be significantly large in the 

peripheral region where 3D MHD equilibrium analyses predict the stochastization of magnetic 

field lines. Therefore, it is not clear whether the magnetic field structure becomes stochastic or 

nested, and then experimental studies of magnetic field structure are important and urgent issues 

to understand the plasma response to magnetic field structure. In this study, we identify the 

change of the magnetic field structure due to the stochastization using 2 studies. First study is 

the measurement of the radial electric field. If magnetic field lines become stochastic or open to 

the vessel, electrons are lost on those field lines. In such a case, positive electric field might be 

appeared. We study changes of the radial electric field in the edge and identify the plasma 

boundary from the radial electric field. Second study is the measurement of heat load on the 

divertor plate. In the helical system, patterns of heat load on divertor plates strongly depend on 

the magnetic topology in the edge. To study the change of the magnetic topology, we observe 

the heat load using the IR camera. Observed patterns of the heat load change due to increased 

beta. This suggests the change of the magnetic topology. We compare with experimental 

observations and 3D MHD equilibrium analyses. Analyses of magnetic field structure in the 3D 

MHD equilibrium analyses qualitatively agree with those observations. This is also first step of 

verification and validation in a model of the 3D MHD equilibrium calculation. 



W7-X divertor transport studies in equilibrium configurations

Hauke Hölbe1, Dr. Yühe Feng1, Dr. Joachim Geiger1,
Prof. Thomas Sunn Pedersen1, Jörg Tretter2

1 Max-Planck Institut für Plasmaphysik, Wendelsteinstraße 1, D-17498 Greifswald, Germany
2 Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik, Boltzmannstraße 2, D-85748 Garching, Germany

The stellarator Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X), currently under construction at the IPP in Greifswald,
is designed for high-temperature, high-density, quasi-steady state operation.

Although W7-X is optimized for a low bootstrap current, some field configurations show a boot-
strap current which may hamper proper island divertor operation if no compensation scheme is
applied. The bootstrap current evolves on an L/R-time on the order of tens of seconds, which
in turn results in an evolution of the plasma boundary topology from limiter type to separatrix
type or vice versa over the same time scale. Therefore, even when the steady state configuration
reached after this transient phase offers safe operation, the intermediate steps (lasting tens of
seconds) might exceed the heat flux limits on in-vessel components. One vulnerable part is
the edge of the water-cooled target plate of the High-Heat-Flux (HHF) divertor, which will be
installed in the second operation phase (OP2) of W7-X. To reduce the risk of damaging the
HHF-divertor, the installation of an additional heat-load bearing element is being considered.
This so-called scraper element (SE) would be placed in front of each divertor unit, and would
intersect the plasma flow along the magnetic field that would otherwise hit the edges of the
divertor targets leading to the aforementioned overload.

The consequences of such a SE are simulated with the 3D fluid dynamic code EMC3 and the
Monte Carlo neutral transport code EIRENE. Calculations are performed investigating the
impact of the SE on the edge plasma behavior, on the energy fluxes, and on the pumping
capability. The latter is of special importance for controlling the plasma density during long
pulse operation.

A key aspect of this study is to analyze the changes in the behavior of the neutrals due to the
scraper element. This includes the origin of neutral particles, their path and their probability
of reaching the pumps that are installed in the divertor chambers.



Influence	  of	  RMP	  penetration	  on	  transport	  and	  confinement	  in	  LHD.	  

M.W.	  Jakubowski1,	  S.	  Masuzaki2,	  K.	  Tanaka2,	  T.	  Akiyama2,	  S.	  Bozhenkov,	  	  A.	  Dinklage1,	  P.	  Drewelow1,	  
K.	   Ida2,	   M.	   Kobayashi2,	   T.	   Morisaki2,	   Y.	   Narushima2,	   S.	   Sakakibara2,	   Y.	   Suzuki2,	  	  
H.	  Yamada2	  

In this work we study the influence of non-linear plasma response to magnetic perturbation on transport 
and confinement in Large Helical Device. At LHD, perturbation coils create Resonant Magnetic 
Perturbation (RMP) with the m/n = 1/1 and 2/1 Fourier components. Depending on plasma conditions like 
plasma beta or collisionality, but also toroidal phase of external perturbation, either natural 1/1 island is 
enhanced or healed. In the case of an amplified island the enhanced heat and particle transport across the 
island causes a rather significant reduction of the confinement. For a healed island there is a rather small 
decrease of beta with increasing perturbation current. Density modulation experiments show strong 
increase of edge particle diffusion from 0.6 m/s2 to almost 3 m/s2 in the first case, and small enhancement 
to 0.8 m/s2 in the latter one. We also detect changes in !×! shear rate at the plasma edge when applying 
RMPs. 

Additionally systematic experiments were performed, changing the amplitude of the perturbation linearly 
with IRMP in the range of 0 – 2.7 kA. Two scenarios were realized: first, the discharge was ramped up with 
an external perturbation already superimposed to the main magnetic field. Second, the external 
perturbation was applied to the plasma already ignited (typical case of tokamaks with RMPs). As it is 
shown, there is a clear difference in the size of the 1/1 island and the dependence of ne and Te on the 
perturbation when comparing those two scenarios. Moreover, at the same island size, we observe 
differences in ne and Te profiles.With pre-existing stochastic region we observe steeper gradients as 
compared to the discharge when RMP coil current was ramped up, what results in better confinement in 
the first case.	   Interestingly above certain value of perturbation current a global reduction of Te and ne 
profiles was observed independent on the chosen scenario. 	  
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A hydrogen MARFE observed in the island divertor of W7-AS

U. Wenzel, R. König, T.S. Pedersen

Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics, EURATOM Association,

Wendelsteinstr. 1, 17491 Greifswald, Germany

In the island divertor of the W7-AS stellarator a high-density zone (HDZ) in front of the

upper targets with electron densities up to 7∗1020m−3 was discovered some years ago [1].

We have recently completed a more detailed analysis of existing data, by analyzing

poloidally resolved measurements of the HDZ in two different ways: 1) Analysis of the

evolution of the poloidal Hα profiles and 2) Overlay of CII and Hγ video images.

This analysis allows us to localize the HDZ to an X-point region. The high density plasma

structure is due to strong condensation (recombination) at the X-point. Interestingly,

the condensation is observed for hydrogen only, whereas the carbon impurity emission is

restricted to three small stripes away from the condensed X-point. Therefore, this is not

a standard X-point MARFE, but rather a hydrogen MARFE, similar to the previously

reported hydrogen MARFE in Textor-94 (the ”fat MARFE” in ref. 2). The existence of

this recombination zone explains earlier observations:

• A large increase in sub-divertor neutral pressure on top. It is a factor of 2 to 5 larger

than the lower sub-divertor pressure. The recombination zone is an additional large

source of neutrals.

• Very high densities observed without a high recycling regime in the island divertor.

The maximum strike line density was 3∗1019m−3 as measured by Langmuir probes,

i.e it is a factor of 20 lower.

• When the plasma density is increased further, the pressure asymmetry would dis-

appear. The new analysis shows that this occurs because the HDZ (ie. hydrogen

MARFE) disappears - it is replaced by a standard MARFE on the inboard side.

The existence of hydrogen MARFEs is not just of academic interest, it may have im-

portant implications for future (and present) fusion experiments since the tendency is to

move away from carbon plasma facing components towards metal surfaces. In the con-

text of the recently upgraded all metal wall in JET, it is also relevant to point out recent

simulations of the JET divertor plasma, which show MARFEs on closed flux surfaces

near the X-point at high discharge densities [3] in the absence of impurity radiation.

[1] N. Ramasubramanian et al., Nucl. Fusion 44 (2004) p.992

[2] U. Samm et al., J. Nucl. Mat. 266-269 (1999) p.666

[3] V. Kotov et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 54(2012) 082003
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Stable and unstable manifolds, and the structure of magnetic footprints

S. S. Abdullaev

Institute for Energy and Climate Research–Plasma Physics, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH,

Association EURATOM-FZJ, Partner in the Trilateral Euregio Cluster, D–52425 Jülich, Germany

The externally imposed resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) in tokamaks create a generic spatial

form of heat and particle deposition patterns on the divertor plates. Sinceparticles predominantly fol-

low the magnetic field lines the deposition patterns are determined by the form of magnetic footprints.

Therefore the analysis of the structure of magnetic footprints is important for understanding the heat

depositions patterns and its possible control.

In this presentation we give the generic analytic formulas of the stable and unstable manifolds near

the separatrix and on the divertor plates in tokamaks in the presence of RMPs. The stable (unstable)

manifolds on the divertor plates describes the form of the magnetic footprintboundaries. They are derived

using the separatrix mapping. The analytical formulas depend on a few parameters of the equilibrium

plasma parameters and the RMPs.
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Figure 1: (a) Stable and manifolds

near the X-point; (b) Typical form

of magnetic footprints on the diver-

tor plate.

For the RMPs with the single toroidal moden the form of the

magnetic footprint boundaries is given by the following formula,

F(s,u)(ϕ ,y) = ỹ∓sin

(

nϕ −Φ(ỹ)± n
2γ

ln |ȳ|±A

)

= 0, (1)

ỹ≡ ỹ(ϕ) = y−Dcos(nϕ +φ0−arctan(n/γ)) ,

where y = ψ/εnRn is the normalized poloidal flux,ε =

µoIc/(4πR0B0) is the dimensionless perturbation amplitude,γ is

a parameter related to the safety factor,A, D, andφ0 are constants.

The functionΦ(y) = γ−1 ln(1+Zd/
√

y) determines the increment

of the toroidal angleϕ along field lines connecting the plane (ϕ ,η)

and the divertor plate, andZd is the distance between these planes

along theξ−coordinate. The quantityRn is the Poincaré integral

given byRn ≈ πVCe−nC, whereC ≈ 1, εV is the maximum value

of the perturbation poloidal flux along the separatrix. The constant

D is linearly proportional to the magnitudeB(pert)
s of the perturba-

tion magnetic field at the X-point as well as to the distanceZd.

The formula (1) describes the spiral structure of magnetic foot-

print boundaries modulated along the toroidal angleϕ . The am-

plitude of the modulations increases with the distanceZd and is a

linear proportional to the magnitude of the perturbation magnetic

field at the X-point. Figures (a) and (b) show the typical stable

and unstable manifolds (red and blue curves) at the planes near the

X-point and on the divertor plates obtained from (1) atZd = 0 and the finiteZd 6= 0, respectively.



BOUT++	  modelling	  of	  the	  Plasma	  Response	  to	  Externally	  Applied	  Magnetic	  Fields	  	  

A. Allen1,	  B.	  	  Dudson1,	  I.	  	  Joseph2,	  	  M.	  Umansky2,	  	  A.	  Kirk3,	  	  M.	  Beurskens3	  
1	  	  York	  Plasma	  Institute,	  University	  of	  York,	  Heslington,	  York,	  YO10	  5DD,	  UK	  

	  2	  Lawrence	  Livermore	  National	  Laboratory,	  Livermore,	  California,	  USA	  

3EURATOM/UKAEA	  Fusion	  Association,	  Culham	  Science	  Centre,	  Abingdon,	  Oxon	  OX14	  3DB,	  UK	  

Predictions	  of	  the	  peak	  power	  fluxes	  delivered	  to	  the	  divertor	  region	  during	  large	  Edge	  
Localised	  Modes	  (ELMs),	  in	  the	  ITER	  tokamak,	  have	  shown	  that	  the	  divertor	  lifetime	  will	  be	  
unacceptably	  short.	  It	  has	  been	  demonstrated	  that	  the	  use	  of	  externally	  imposed	  magnetic	  fields	  
can	  mitigate	  or	  even	  suppress	  ELMs	  [1].	  

Early	  attempts	  to	  understand	  the	  effect	  of	  these	  external	  magnetic	  fields	  on	  the	  plasma	  
used	  vacuum	  modelling	  to	  predict	  the	  onset	  stochasticty	  in	  the	  edge	  region.	  However,	  plasma	  
rotation	  causes	  screening	  of	  the	  external	  field	  and	  MHD	  models	  predict	  significant	  penetration	  can	  
only	  occur	  when	  a	  critical	  threshold	  in	  the	  external	  field	  amplitude	  has	  been	  surpassed.	  However,	  
in	  general	  2-‐fluid	  models	  predict	  that	  if	  the	  perpendicular	  electron	  velocity	  is	  zero	  at	  a	  rational	  
surface	  then	  reconnection	  can	  proceed	  unabated	  [2].	  

The	  BOUT++	  code[3]	  is	  used	  to	  test	  the	  effect	  of	  the	  plasma	  response	  to	  externally	  applied	  fields	  in	  
both	  slab	  and	  large	  aspect	  ratio	  circular	  geometry.	  	  To	  this	  end	  the	  following	  are	  to	  be	  presented.	  

1) Benchmarks	  of	  the	  linear	  reconnection	  rate	  for	  2-‐field	  flute	  reduced	  MHD	  models	  have	  
been	  performed.	  Scalings	  will	  be	  presented	  for	  both	  the	  maximum	  reconnection	  rate,	  
at	  the	  Inertial	  to	  Resistive	  Inertial	  transition,	  and	  of	  the	  maximum	  of	  the	  reconnected	  
flux,	  well	  into	  the	  Resistive	  Inertial	  Region	  [4][5].	  	  

2) Full	  non-‐linear	  simulations	  of	  2-‐field	  and	  3-‐field	  flute	  reduced	  MHD	  are	  used	  to	  test	  the	  
quasi-‐linear	  regimes	  presented	  in	  [6][7]	  (2-‐field),	  and	  to	  test	  the	  effects	  of	  including	  
highest	  order	  larmor	  radius	  terms	  presented	  in	  [7]	  (3-‐field).	  The	  effect	  of	  these	  larmor	  
radius	  terms	  is	  to	  separate	  the	  electron	  and	  ion	  resonances	  in	  the	  JxB	  force.	  	  Good	  
agreement	  has	  been	  found	  in	  the	  velocity	  braking	  observed	  in	  BOUT++	  and	  [7].	  The	  
results	  will	  be	  presented	  as	  a	  parameter	  scan	  in	  for	  both	  high	  [6]	  and	  low	  [6][7]	  
Prandtal	  numbers	  and	  the	  penetration	  thresholds	  compared	  with	  [7].	  
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Onset of Shearless Magnetic Surfaces in Tokamaks 
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The existence of primary shearless tori is a distinguishing feature of nontwist 
maps. However, recently, secondary shearless tori have been identified in the 
phase space of the (twist) standard map, in the neighborhood of some bifurcations 
of elliptic fixed points1. Here, we report secondary shearless bifurcations in the 
twist symplectic Ullmann map2 that describes chaotic magnetic field lines in 
tokamaks. We identify the onset of secondary shearless tori around elliptic fixed 
points within islands of stability by examining numerical profiles of the internal 
rotation number. We present examples of field lines transport barriers, associated 
to secondary shearless tori and their rupture, that can reduce the usual magnetic 
field line escape at the tokamak plasma edge3.  
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Numerical studies of the plasma edge under the influence of resonant magnetic perturbations
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Resonant  magnetic  perturbations  (RMPs)  are  a  promising  candidate  for  the  control  of  edge 
localized  modes  (ELMs)  in  ITER.  One  consequence  of  the  application  of  such  RMPs  is  the 
formation of a partially chaotic magnetic field structure at the plasma boundary which results in a 
modification of particle and heat fluxes. However, the detailed impact is still under investigation as 
plasma  response  effects  may  result  in  a  screening  (or  even  an  amplification)  of  the  external 
perturbations.

The impact of RMPs on the plasma edge can be analyzed in detail by three dimensional computer 
simulations. Such simulations can be performed with the EMC3-EIRENE code, a 3D Monte Carlo 
code  for  the  edge  plasma  (fluid  transport  model)  in  interaction  with  neutral  particles  (kinetic 
transport model). In particular, these simulations allow to study non-axisymmetric effects on the 
plasma in front of material surfaces, and consequently, on particle and heat loads to the divertor 
targets. In order to make predictions for next step fusion devices such as ITER or W7-X more 
reliable, it is necessary to validate the model by applications to present experiments. We will show 
such  simulation  results  and  discuss  the  following  uncertainties  in  the  model:  a  possible 
overestimation  of  the  classical  parallel  electron  heat  conductivity  at  low  collisionality,  a 
modification  of  the  perturbed  magnetic  field  structure  due  to  a  plasma  response  and  a  spatial 
dependence of anomalous cross-field transport.
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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract
An upgraded infrared imaging system which provide wide angle view and larger vision has

been installed on the Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak（EAST）to monitor the

surface temperatures on four plates of divertors and movable limiter as well as the Low hybrid wave

(LHW) antenna simultaneously. Asymmetries of deposited power between the inner and outer

divertors have been studied by means of 2-D heat flux calculation method DFLUX. The calculated
heat flux under three conditions during experiments, i.e. high-confinement mode (H-mode) with

edge-localized modes (ELM), Supersonic molecular beam injection (SMBI) and disruption caused

by deuterium (D) pellet injection are analyzed and reported. While ELMs are widely considered as

significant contributor to the increased particle and heat fluxes on divertors, ‘modified magnetic

topology’ due to thermoelectric currents stimulated by lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) or other

heating operations can lead to additional straited heat flux regions which reduce the peak heat flux

on divertors. In this paper, it is demonstrated with distribution graphs of calculated heat fluxes on

divertors that SMBI and deuterium pellet injection can to some extent cause transitions of the

amount of heat flux between strike point and the straited heat flux region, with which we get an

optional approach to save some certain regions on divertors from long time high heat flux.
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Quasilinear Modelling of RMP Interaction with a Toka-
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A recently developed model of RMP interaction with a tokamak plasma which
combines the Maxwell solver for cylinder geometry KiLCA with the balance
code QL-BALANCE on the basis of the same kinetic plasma model is used
to model selected experimental shots from ASDEX Upgrade. It is shown
that quasilinear effects are of order one in typical experimental conditions.
A correlation has been found between modelling results and experimental ob-
servations. Namely, a strong quasilinear effect of RMPs on the background
plasma parameters is observed for the discharge with low q value and, re-
spectively, for discharges in which the resonance with the principal spectral
modes of the coil is located at the edge where the amplitudes are still large.
A strong quasilinear effect is also observed for shots where the null point of
the radial electric field is located near the resonant surface for one of the
principal modes of the coil spectrum. This effect does not disappear even for
reduced coil currents and for different coil polarities such that the amplitudes
of resonant modes are significantly reduced.
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Abstract   

Resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) can either improve or degrade particle confinement, 

being observed both in experiments and in numerical modeling [e.g., 1-4].  

 On the J-TEXT tokamak, RMPs dominated by the m/n=2/1 component are applied by saddle 

coil current to study their effects on plasma density as well as on tearing mode instabilities, where 

m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively. It is found that for discharges 

with an existing saturated m/n = 2/1 resistive tearing mode, applied RMPs of moderate amplitude 

lead to a decrease in electron density with the relative amplitude |Δne/ne0| < 10%, and the tearing 

mode is stabilized accompanying the decrease in electron density. When sufficiently large RMPs are 

applied, they lead to mode locking and a much large decrease in electron density, with |Δne/ne0| ~ 

20%. Further experimental studies show that the required amplitude of RMPs to cause this 

enhanced particle transport in this case is less than 4 Gauss (the toroidal field is 18000Gauss). For 

discharges being originally without 2/1 tearing modes, applied RMPs with sufficiently large 

amplitude (~10 Gauss) cause significant density pump out, with |Δne/ne0| ~ 20% after field 

penetration, being similar to that of mode locking. 

 In order to understand the experimental results, the plasma response to the RMP of a single 

helicity is studied numerically based on two-fluid equations. With experimental parameters as input, 

modest decrease in electron density has also been found when the 2/1 tearing mode is suppressed by 

RMPs. While for the tearing-free plasma, significant density decrease is found after mode 

penetration. The numerical results approximately agree with experimental observations.  
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Measurements of hydrogen/impurity emission distribution in the 
stochastic layer of LHD and comparison with fluid plasma transport 

model in attached and detached divertor plasma 
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Hydrogen and impurity emission distributions have been measured in the stochastic layer of LHD 

using two dimensional fiber array, which covers the viewing area of the last closed flux surface 

(LCFS), X-point of divertor leg, divertor legs and divertor plates. The measurements show that 

majority of the impurity emission comes from the region around X-point trace, while the radiated 

power from the divertor legs is relatively small due to the low plasma density there. The results 

indicate that the region of stochastic layer upstream of the X-point plays an important role in the 

power balance at the high density operation. At the detachment transition, clear spatial movement of 

the Balmer series and impurity emissions has been observed, which reflects the magnetic field 

structure of the stochastic layer. The channels that view the field line tangentially detect clear 

Doppler shift of hydrogen/impurity emission, which is considered to come from the parallel flow 

acceleration of plasma and impurity ions. These results are compared with the 3D edge plasma 

transport code results using EMC3-EIRENE, and the validity of the existing fluid plasma transport 

model is discussed. 
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The application of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) is one option for control of the 

plasma edge transport of tokamaks. Such a capability was demonstrated in particular by the 

successful suppression of edge localized modes at DIII-D [1]. During RMP application, the 

axisymmetry of the tokamak plasma is broken and a 3D scrape-off layer (SOL) is formed. At 

TEXTOR, helical SOL channels with short connection lengths are generated embedded in a 

region with long stochastic field lines extending into the plasma [2]. Similar domains in the 

magnetic topology have been identified in poloidal divertor geometries like DIII-D as well [3]. 

One key question of application of RMP is the impact of the perturbed 3D boundary on 

the plasma wall interaction. In this contribution, a systematic study on material migration and 

deposition during RMP application at the TEXTOR tokamak is shown. Dedicated experiments 

with a set of test limiters exposed to discharges with and without RMPs were performed. A 90° 

tilt of the light emission flag of ions in the ErxB drift direction was found with RMP fields 

applied, possibly caused by an increased radial electric field [4]. Therefore, a stronger drift on the 

ions was observed. This ErxB drift effect is the dominant transport mechanism in the stochastic 

fingers in TEXTOR., Post mortem analysis of the deposited material by nuclear reaction analysis 

and secondary ion mass spectroscopy revealed a less pronounced tilt of the carbon deposition 

pattern than the light emission shows. This is a result of a dominating fraction of single ionized 

carbon, which is deposited close to the injection hole.  

To validate this experimental picture, comparative modelling of the experiments with the 

impurity tracing code ERO [5] was performed. This analysis provides significant support of the 

hypothesis of enhanced ErxB drift driven ion migration in the stochastic region. To extrapolate 

these basic findings at TEXTOR to RMP to large divertor machines, a 3D Plasma background is 

required. EMC3-Eirene [6] could provide such and work to couple both codes is ongoing. 
[1] T. Evans et al Nature Physics 2, 419 - 423 (2006) , doi:10.1038/nphys312  
[2] O. Schmitz et al Journal of Nuclear Materials 363–365 (2007) 680–685 
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In the edge region of LHD, there is a thick stochastic layer where the magnetic field 

shows complicated three-dimensional structure. The transition from closed flux surfaces 

to stochastic layer is seamless, on the other hand, it ends with characteristic structure 

called “whisker” at the outermost boundary. Since the stochasticity in LHD edge is 

intrinsic, the magnetic structure there can precisely be calculated only with external 

magnetic field if the beta is low and plasma current is negligible. Under this condition, 

it is thought that the plasma almost follows the vacuum magnetic field, and density and 

temperature profiles well reflect the magnetic structure. Thus it is worthwhile, from the 

fundamental point of view, to clarify the relationship between magnetic structure and 

profile formation. In order to see the effect of magnetic field structure on profile 

formation, edge density and temperature profiles in low beta ECH discharges were 

measured. For the precise profile measurement especially in the low density region, a 20 

keV lithium beam probe was employed, together with a Thomson scattering system. 

The magnetic configuration was changed to vary the edge magnetic topology. To 

quantitatively estimate the stochasticity of the magnetic field, the Kolmogorov length 

LK was calculated for various magnetic configurations. It was found that the electron 

heat conductivity derived from temperature profiles is insensitive to LK in the range 

more than several tens meters, under which it suddenly rises. The threshold of LK is 

unrelated to the magnetic configuration. On the other hand, in density profiles, 

dependence of its scale length on LK is different for different magnetic configurations. 

In the workshop, it will also be discussed where the plasma boundary with finite 

pressure locates on the stochastic layer. 
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On JET, type-I Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) have been strongly mitigated when an n = 2 

perturbation field has been applied to a high collisionality (ν*e=2.0) H-mode plasma, with the 

ITER like wall.  This effect is much larger than that observed with the previous CFC wall on 

JET.  The usual type-I ELMs, with a frequency ~ 45 Hz, were replaced by smaller ELMs with 

a higher frequency of a few hundred Hz, when an n = 2 resonant perturbation field was 

applied by the Error Field Correction Coils (EFCC).  No density pump out was observed 

during the application of the EFCC and the effect on the core and pedestal electron pressure 

profiles was within error.  In low collsionality (ν*e=0.8) H-mode plasmas the ELM frequency 

was seen to increase by a factor of ~ 4 when the n = 2 field is applied.     

The EFCC have recently been enhanced to have currents twice of that before (~96kAt).  

The ELM frequency was seen to increase when the IEFCC reached a critical value of 44 kAt.  

During the application of the n = 2 field, the maximal surface temperature on the outer 

divertor plates is constant, with only small variations of a few degrees due to the small high 

frequency ELMs.  Multiple splitting of the outer strike point was also observed during the 

mitigation of the type-I ELMs, leading to a reduction in the ELM peak heat loads due to 

increasing the “wetted” area.  

The way the plasma responds to the applied perturbation fields, and knowing how the wall 

condition affects the ELM control, are the key to understanding the physical mechanism 

behind ELM mitigation/suppression with applied external fields.  JET is in a unique position 

to investigate these areas in the future. 
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Particle orbits due to the drift wave fluctuations are numerically computed to 
describe transport in the TCABR tokamak. We investigate the chaotic particle transport by 
drift waves propagating in the plasma edge with an E×B poloidal zonal flow, a critical 
problem for the confinement properties of fusion plasmas. We assume the large aspect ratio 
tokamak approximation and consider a non integrable Hamiltonian model to describe the 
non-linear dynamical contribution to the transport [1], and the guiding center equation of 
motion is defined in terms of action and angle variables. We study the transport dependence 
on the radial profiles of the electric and magnetic fields. The time evolution of the standard 
deviation for particle position has been calculated for these equilibrium fields. We find that 
the transport can be reduced by modifying the electric or the magnetic shear profile. As an 
example, we use the equilibrium and fluctuating radial profiles measured in the TCABR 
tokamak [2] to calculate the transport during the standard ohmic and improved confinement 
regimes obtained in this tokamak.  
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A set of in-vessel magnetic control coils is being implemented into the ITER base line design. One main 
purpose of this coil set is the application for control of type-I edge localized modes (ELMs) by resonant 
magnetic perturbation (RMP) fields. During RMP ELM mitigation and suppression, a striation of the 
divertor heat and particle fluxes at the divertor plate was measured on several devices. This feature of RMP 
ELM control has potentially significant consequences for the divertor at ITER. The plasma wall interaction 
in the divertor is transformed from axisymmetry into a 3D situation. In this contribution results from 3D 
plasma fluid transport and kinetic neutral transport modeling with the EMC3-Eirene code are shown. A 
sequence of four perturbed magnetic topologies is addressed. First, a vacuum RMP case at maximum and 
half of the maximum current capability of the coils. This was compared to a case including strong plasma 
screening calculated from non-linear MHD modeling in cylindrical approximation and a case at increased 
edge safety factor and increased magnetic shear. 
 The first systematic finding is that a 3D helical particle and heat load pattern is generated at the inner 
and outer strike line. The separatrix lobes depart from the unperturbed strike line for up to 40cm for the inner 
strike line and up to 60cm for the outer strike line in the vacuum case. The heat and particle fluxes follow the 
3D magnetic topology. The level of radial transport determines the actual level of direct relation between 
magnetic topology and divertor fluxes. Increasing the anomalous transport coefficients yields broadening of 
heat and particle fluxes around the magnetic lobes with a reduction of the peak heat and particle fluxes. 
 Reducing the RMP field amplitude by either including strong plasma screening or linearly reduced 
field amplitude yields a reduction of the heat flux spreading and a recovery of the thermal confinement 
losses. Increasing the magnetic shear results in a stronger stochastization of the plasma edge, but the radial 
extension of this domain at the optimized RMP coil current is reduced to half of the vacuum value at full coil 
capability. In conclusion, the heat flux spreading on the target is restored close to the no-RMP values when 
considering the toroidal average profile born from RMP rotation for instance. Only the vacuum RMP case 
with strong perturbation results in a 50% reduction of the toroidally averaged peak heat flux and a 30% 
increase in the particle and power decay length on the divertor targets. 

The overlapping helical lobes at the separatrix – known as invariant manifolds of the hyperbolic 
fixed point (divertor X-point) – yields generation of helical magnetic flux bundels with short magnetic 
connection length to the divertor target. This represents the new, 3D helical scrape off layer. It is shown that 
these 3D SOL channels enhance the outward particle transport even if a strong internal shielding of the RMP 
field is considered. Their existence at the separatrix and a few percent in normalized flux inside result in 
increased convective particle flows towards the target. This is born from an increased upstream pressure due 
to the direct connection from positions inside of the separatrix to the wall. This means in comparison to 
nowadays experiments, that the formation of striated heat and particle flux patterns supports the existence of 
these 3D SOL channels and hence a strong impact on the particle transport. For ITER it is shown that the 
level of density pump out boirn from these flux channels can be compensated by an increase in the pellet 
fueling leveling to about 50% of the actual fueling capability of ITER.  
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Abstract. A set of in-vessel resonant magnetic perturbation coil is recently designed for active MHD
control on the fully superconducting tokamak EAST. It is scheduled to be installed on EAST before the
next experimental campaign by the end of 2013. It has two arrays of coils with up-down symmetry near the
passive plates. Each of them consists of 8 coils uniformly distributed along the toroidal direction. Each coil
has 4 turns and the distance of each coil to the last closed flux surface is around 10-15 centimeters.

The flexibility of the coil system is analyzed in details. It can generate a variety range of spectrums by
change its connection. The toroidal mode number n can be up to 4. It covers most important configurations
of the operating coil systems in present tokamaks and future ITER. The maximum required current is
determined by the n = 4 configuration for Edge Localized Mode (ELM) control. With a current 10
kA*turns, there is a relatively wide operational window for the n = 4 configuration for ELM control
on EAST with a toroidal field up to BT =2 Tesla, according the empirical scaling obtained in present
experiments on other tokamak. The AC capability of power supply is also kept for Resistive Wall Mode
control. The frequency is designed up to 1 kHz with a amplitude of the current 1kA*turns. It will also be
applied for error field correction and field penetration studies.

The latest progress in engneering design and installation and the build up of the power supply system
will also be presented.
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 Edge localized modes (ELMs) are fast, quasi-periodic short burst in ELMy 

H-mode, and it eject partials and energy from the plasma. The energy leads to large 

quasi-periodic power impulses on the divertor target, which caused significant erosion. 

Control and mitigate the power flux density on the divertor plates is a critical issue for 

ITER.  

In the last EAST campaign, various methods have been applied to control and 

mitigate ELMs, which includes deuterium and lithium pellet injection, supersonic 

molecular beam injection (SMBI), gas-puffing (GP) in the divertor and low hybrid 

current driven (LHCD).  

 Two novel V-band (50-75GHz) and W-band (75-110GHz) reflectometry systems 

have been developed on EAST, the evolution of the density profile are obtained 

during the experiments. The mirnov coils are used to measure the magnetic turbulence 

both in spontaneous and pellet induced ELMs. By using target embedded Langmuir 

probes, heat load on divertor are measured. 

Injection if lithium pellet has been successfully tested on EAST for the first time. 

ELM pacing by both deuterium and lithium pellet injection are achieved during the 

experiments, and features of induced and spontaneous ELM are compared. Apparent 

ELM mitigation is also observed during the experiment using SMBI. The frequency 

of the ELMs increases a factor of 5 and the amplitude of the ELMs decreases about a 

factor of 3. Gas-puffing experiment also shows a good mitigation effects to ELMs, the 

amplitude reduces to half of its initial value while the frequency increases by a factor 

of 2, and the influence time is about 300ms. Low hybrid current driven also has an 

influence on ELM behavior thought a profound change of edge magnetic topology. 

Low hybrid wave modulation experiment is carried out on EAST. Large ELMs are 

apparently mitigated when the low hybrid wave is switched on, and the density profile 

is less peaked. 
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Penetration of resonant magnetic perturbations into J-TEXT tokamak 

plasma 
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Abstract 

A set of saddle coils designed for generating rotating resonant magnetic 
perturbations (RMPs) has been installed inside the vacuum vessel of the J-TEXT 
tokamak. This system, named as Dynamic RMP (DRMP), can generate mainly the 
m/n=2/1 component (with a maximum 15 Gauss) and has been operated in DC mode 
recently. The interaction between the plasma and RMPs has been studied using the 
DRMP. Typical RMP field penetration, indicated by a large locked mode formation 
and corresponding sawtooth oscillation suppression has been observed in Ohmic 
plasmas. The relation between the RMP penetration threshold and plasma density has 
been investigated. It is found that the threshold is proportional to ne

0.5 when the 
electron density ne is in the ranges of (1-3)×1019 m-3. This scaling has a significant 
deviation compared to that of other devices. Further studies show that there exists a 
small 2/1 magnetic oscillation before the RMP field was applied. The amplitude of the 
small magnetic oscillation is less than one-tenth of the typical saturated 2/1 tearing 
mode, and is in positive correlation with the density. The existence of the small 
magnetic oscillation and its increase with density may result in the deviation of 
density scaling from being proportional to ne. 
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